
PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS WHICH MAY NEGATIVE THE 
EXISTENCE OF A DUTY OF CARE 

 
Shaw v Savill & Albion Co v The Commonwealth (1940) 66 CLR 344 

• Facts: 
o Collision between mercantile ship and warship  
o Mercantile ship pursuing the course directed by naval authorities  
o Warship in active naval operations (pursuit) against enemy in state of war 

• During war, armed forces of Commonwealth in course of active operations against 
the enemy owe no common law duty of care to avoid causing loss/damage to civilian 
non-combatants   

o Scope of immunity: any matter forming part of, or incident in, any active 
naval or military operations against the enemy  

§ Incl. attack and resistance; advance and retreat; pursuit and avoidance, 
reconnaissance and engagement  

§ Not confined to theatre of operations where combatants actively 
engaged: all theatres in which action on part of enemies is imminent 

o Immunity from action does not attach to activities of the combatant forces in 
time of war other than actual operations against the enemy 

§ Distinction between operation of warlike character and operation or act 
of war which will excuse a person from duty of taking care 

§ E.g. under civil duty when warship proceeding to her anchorage, 
manoeuvring among other ships in harbour, acting as patrol or convoy  

• Outside theatre of war, owes same duty as merchant service: reasonable care and 
reasonable skill to prevent ships from doing injury to others  
 

Hill v Chief Constable of West Yorkshire [1989] AC 53 
• Facts: 

o 1975-80: Sutcliff murdered young women centred in West Yorkshire  
o Last victim: 20-year-old called Jacqueline Hill  
o By chance, arrested in suspicious circumstances in 1981 and confessed  
o Substantial evidence indicating shortcomings in police’s process of identifying 

murderer (e.g. failed to properly collate evidence pointing to Sutcliff)  
• Police officer can be liable in tort to person injured as a direct result of his/her acts or 

omissions (e.g. assault, wrongful imprisonment, malicious prosecution, negligence) 
• Police service does not owe a general duty of care to members of the public when 

discharging its functions of investigating and suppressing crime. This includes: 
a. No general duty to identify or apprehend an unknown criminal  
b. No general duty to individual members of public who might suffer injury through 

the criminal’s activities (e.g. potential victims of serial offender), save where their 
failure to apprehend had created an exceptional added risk, different in incidence 
from the general risk to public at large from criminal activities, so as to establish 
sufficient proximity of relationship between police officers and victims of crime  

Policy: undesirable to divert manpower & attention from most important function 
• No duty of care will arise where there will be indeterminacy of liability    

o On facts: Miss Hill but one member of female general public who might be at 
risk from activities – an indeterminate class; no special distinctive risk in 
relation to her  

 



Wicks v State Rail Authority of New South Wales (2010) 241 CLR 60  
• Facts: 

o Appellants, police officers, attended the scene of the Waterfall train crash 
o Arrived soon after accident happened; directly involved in rescue operation  
o They saw injured and deceased passengers; suffered psychiatric injury 
o Alleged negligence in failing to ensure train’s ‘deadman’ safety device  

 
PROCESS FOR ESTABLISHING DUTY OF CARE FOR NEGLIGENTLY INFLICTED 
PSYCHIAIRIC INJURY:  

1. Establish common law duty of care  
s 32 of CLA does not identify “positively when a duty of care to another person to take care 
not to cause mental harm to that other should be found to exist”: Wicks. Thus, the ordinary 
principles of tort of negligence, unhindered by artificial constructions, determine existence of 
a duty of care in respect of negligently inflicted psychiatric injury: Tame; Annetts.  
The touchstone of any duty of care is reasonably foreseeability: Donoghue v Stevenson.  
Salient features test: Caltex Refineries v Stavar  
 

2. CLA s 28(1)  
By operation of s 28(1), the other provisions of Part 3 apply to any claim for damages for 
mental harm resulting from negligence: Wicks  
 

3. CLA s 32  
s 32 defines or controls what otherwise would be a duty of care at common law, thus falls to 
be considered before the limitation upon entitlement to damages imposed by s 30(2).   
s 32 refers to “mental harm” and “recognised psychiatric illness”, not mental or nervous 
shock: Wicks  
Duty of care not to be found unless s 32(1) is satisfied: Wicks: the defendant ought to have 
foreseen that a person of normal fortitude might, in the circumstances of the case, suffer a 
recognised psychiatric illness if reasonable care were not taken.  
Determination of foreseeability of mental injury to a person of normal fortitude must be made 
with regard to “the circumstances of the case”: s 32(2). These circumstances bear upon the 
central question of foreseeability, but none are a necessary nor sufficient condition for 
finding a duty: Wicks. The provision does not prescribe any consequences as following from 
presence or absence of any or all of those circumstances: Wicks.  
Foreseeability must be judged prospectively – i.e. before accident happened: Wicks  
 

4. CLA s 30(1)  
s 30(1) determines whether s 30(2) is engaged. Pursuant to s 30(1), s 30 engaged only where: 
claim for “pure mental harm”; and the claim is alleged to arise “wholly or partly from mental 
or nervous shock”; and the claim is alleged to arise from shock in connection with “another 
person…being killed, injured or put in peril by the act or omission of the defendant.” Thus, s 
30 is engaged in only some cases where a relevant duty is found to exist: Wicks.  
 

5. CLA s 30(2)  
s 30(2)(a) bars recover by claimants, other than close family members, who did not witness 
“at the scene, the victim being killed, injured or put in peril”. This does not preclude a rescuer 
coming to the scene of an accident involving death, and continuing injury, risk and trauma to 
many victims, from claiming damages for psychiatric injury: Wicks.  
 

6. CLA s 31 (recognised psychiatric illness)  



OBJECTIVE STANDARD AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE DEFENDANT 

 
INEXPERIENCE 

 
Jones v Manchester Corporation [1952] 2 QB 8522 à newly qualified professional  

• Facts: 
o Jones treated for 3rd degree burns by recently qualified doctor 
o Doctor had been given list of medical men on whom she could call in the 

event of requiring help or needing instruction but not supervised  
o Doctor negligently administered anaesthetic, causing Jones to die.  

• A professional who represents himself/herself as having attained certain standards of 
skill in his/her field of expertise, either in relation to public generally or in relation to 
some person for whom they are performing a service, is bound to reach this higher 
standard of care regardless of whether or not has any experience in the field  

o On facts, breach of duty: patient entitled to receive all the care and skill which 
fully qualified and well-experienced anaesthetist would possess and use  

§ Lack of supervision may reduce the contribution the hospital board can 
demand from the inexperienced doctors  

 
Motor Accidents Compensation Act 1999 (NSW) s 141 à standard of care not affected by 
knowledge of driver’s inexperience  
141 Standard of care not affected by knowledge of driver’s skill and experience  

(1) For the purposes of proceedings for damages payable in relation to a motor accident, 
the standard of care required of driver of a motor vehicle who owes another person a 
duty of care not diminished or otherwise affected by any actual or imputed knowledge 
of the other person as to the skill or experience of the driver of a motor vehicle.  

(2) This section does not affect any determination of whether a person who has suffered 
harm has been contributorily negligent in failing to take precautions against risk of 
harm, or any determination as to voluntary assumption of risk by such a person  

 
Imbree v McNeilly (2008) 236 CLR 510 à overruling Cook v Cook (1986) 162 CLR 376 

• Facts: 
o Imbree suffered serious personal injury in motor accident on outback dirt road 

when driver of vehicle in which travelling as front-seat passenger lost control  
o Driver, McNeilly, aged 16, had little driving experience and not license-holder 
o At time, McNeilly driving at invitation and under supervision of Imbree  

• Duty of care is owed by driver of motor vehicle to passengers (including supervisors), 
pedestrians, drivers or passengers in other motor vehicles  

• In discharge of duty of care to avoid injury to passengers and other road users, 
unqualified and inexperienced driver is subject to same objective standard of care 
required of a qualified and experienced driver (not lower on account of inexperience 
and lack of qualification). Immaterial that passenger, incl. front-seat supervising 
licensed driver, or other road user, aware of lack of qualification and inexperience.  

o By driving, represents self as having attained standard of skill in relation to 
public generally, and thus required to show the skill normally possessed by 
‘reasonable driver’ (i.e. persons exercising and professing to have that skill).  

o Standard is objective: does not vary w temperament or aptitude of individual.  
 



SCOPE OF LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE CAUSED  
 

REMOTENESS OF DAMAGE AT COMMON LAW 
 
The Wagon Mound (No 1) [1961] AC 388 

• Facts: 
o Appellant: charterer of “SS Wagon Mound”, moored to take in furnace oil  
o Some oil spilled into Morts Bay due to carelessness of defendant  
o Spread to underneath nearby wharf, owned and used by respondents  
o Respondents used wharf for ship repair business; employees welding  
o Cotton waste/debris floating on oil set on fire by molten metal from wharf 
o Flaming waste in turn set the floating oil alight  
o Extensive fire developed which damaged respondent’s wharf and equipment 

• Reasonable foreseeability of the kind of damage suffered by the plaintiff is the test of 
remoteness of damage in modern Australian law.  

o Reasonable foreseeability: limiting principle on liability; not test of causation  
o Not liable for damage if not reasonably foreseeable consequence of conduct 
o Not liable if damage of different type to that which reasonably foreseeable  
o Defendant may be liable for ‘indirectly’ caused damage, if could reasonably 

foresee the intervening events which led to its being done   
• On facts:  

o Even though crew breached duty in allowing oil to spill into the bay, resulting 
extensive damage by fire not reasonably foreseeable  

§ Defendant did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to have 
known, that furnace oil capable of being set afire when spread on water  

o Damage by fouling wharf’s slipways was reasonably foreseeable  
o If the damage which materialises is damage by fire, to be liable the defendant 

must have been able to anticipate damage by fire. Not liable for fire  
 
Smith v Leech Brain & Co [1962] 2 QB 405 

• Facts: 
o Smith: factory galvaniser; lifted articles, via crane, into tank of molten metal  
o While doing so, object spattered out from tank and burned him on the lip  
o Burn was the “promoting agent” of a cancer from which died 3 years later  
o Claimant had a predisposition to the caner in his skin tissue  
o Employer’s negligence not disputed, and determined to have caused death  
o Issue: whether cancer was too remote from the original negligence  

• Tortfeasor liable if type of harm suffered was reasonably foreseeable consequence of 
negligence. Extent of harm suffered need not be reasonably foreseeable to be liable. 
Thus may be liable for negligent damage even when claimant had predisposition that 
made damage more severe than it otherwise would have been in an ordinary person.   

o On fact s: 
§ Reasonably foreseeable that person in position of Smith would suffer 

burn if molten landed on him (thus type of harm foreseeable) 
§ That the burn accelerated underlying condition, and thus that burn’s 

consequences more serious than for ordinary individual, immaterial  
§ Given type of harm suffered was reasonably foreseeable, liable to 

Smith’s estate even though extent not foreseeable  
 


